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We first give an extension of a theorem of Volkonskii and Rozanov characterizing the strictly 
stationary random sequences satisfying ‘absolute regularity’. Then a strictly stationary sequence 
(X,, k =. . . , -1.0, 1,. .) is constructed which is a O-l instantaneous function of an aperiodic 
Markov chain with countable irreducible state space, such that n-r var(X, +. . . +X.) approaches 
0 arbitrarily slowly as n + m and (XI +. . . +X.) is partially attracted to every infinitely divisible 
law. 
Ahsolutc regularity weak Bernoulli 
central limit theorem mixing 
infinitely divisible law Markov chain 
0. Introduction 
Let (R, 9, P) be a probability space, and for any collection Y of random variables 
let B(Y) denote the Bore1 field generated by Y. For any two cr-fields d and a define 
P(d* a)=sup !Z ,t, ,i, ]P(AinB,)-P(Ai)P(B,)] _ _ 
wherethissupistakenoverallpairsoffinitepartitions{A,, . . . , A,}and{Br,. . . , B,} 
of R such that each A, cd and each B, E 3. 
Suppose {Xk, k = . . . , -1, 0, 1, . . .} is a strictly stationary sequence of random 
variables. For -OOSJSLSCO let SG~=.93(X~,Jskkf.). For n=l,2,3,..., let 
s,, =x,+x2+* * *+X,, and let & =p(@!,, c). 
The condition P,, + 0 as n --*co, known as ‘absolute regularity’ as well as ‘weak 
Bernoulli’, was first studied by Volkonskii and Rozanov [16, 171. who attributed 
it to Kolmogorov. Later it was studied in connection with Gaussian processes (see 
[12]), statistical problems (see [18, 191). Bernoulli shifts (see [8, 15; 14, p. 89]), 
renewal theory (see [ 11) and other areas. 
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Volkonskii and Rozanov [17, Theorem 4.11 gave a necessary and sufficient 
condition for a strictly stationary sequence to satisfy absolute regularity, and the 
first theorem here will be an extension of their characterization. 
First, a strictly stationary sequence {X,} is called mixing if V A, B E SEm, 
lim n-m P(A n T-“B) = P(A)P(B), where T is the usual shift operator on events 
in SC”,. 
Theorem 1 ([ 17, Theorem 4. l] extended). ff {Xk} is strictly stationary and mixing, 
theneither~,+Oasn+~or&,=lVn. 
The proof will be given later. In [2, 31 analogous theorems are given with respect 
to the @-mixing and &mixing (or ‘*-mixing’) conditions. 
Let .cI denote the class of all strictly stationary aperiodic Markov chains with an 
irreducible state space which is at most countable. It is well known that any sequence 
in this class satisfies absolute regularity. It is also well known that if IX,} is in the 
class .U and has finitely many states, then it is d-mixing with exponential mixing 
rate (see [ 13, pp. 209-2 12]), and if var S, + CO as n + 00, then var S,, - n and S, is 
asymptotically normally distributed as n -*CO (by a theorem of Ibragimov [lo] or 
by classic theorems on Markov chains). Davydov [6, 71 constructed Markov chains 
in the class ,U such that var S,, -II” for some 1 <(Y < 2 and S, is attracted to a 
non-normal limit law; in some of thcsc examples the state space is bounded (but 
not finite). 
Let X dcnotc the class of all strictly stationary random sequences {Xk} such that 
for some Markov chain { Yk} in the class JI and some subset D of the state space 
of { Yk}, X, = lu( Yk) V k. (Here lo dcnotcs the indicator function of the set D.) 
The next theorem is concerned with the question of how ‘bad’ the behavior of S,, 
can be in a class X sequence. 
Theorem 2. Suppose h,, n = 1, 2, 3,. . . , is a non-increasing sequence of positive 
numbers such that h, + 0 as n + 00. Then there exists a strictly stationary random 
sequence {Xk} such that (i) {X,} belongs to the class N, (ii) 3 no such that V n 3 
no. var S, Z- n ‘h,,, and (iii) for each infinitely divisible distribution u there exists an 
increasing subsequence nt, I= 1,2,3, . . . , of positive integers and sequences {At} and 
{Bt} of numbers with A, 7 0, At --, CO, such that (S,,,, - Bt)/At + u in distribution as 
l+oo. 
In Theorem 2, S, behaves essentially as ‘badly’ as possible in the two ways 
mentioned in (ii) and (iii). For sequences {Xk} satisfying the strong mixing (or 
‘a-mixing’) condition, which is weaker than absolute regularity, there cannot be 
partial attraction of S, to laws that are not infinitely divisible, with the normalizing 
constants A, tending toward a~ (see [5]). Note that if {h”} is slowly varying (e.g., 
l/(ln n)), then for each positive integer m, G,,, (var S,,)/(var S,) = m2. 
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1. Proof of Theorem 1 
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This is the argument in [17], slightly revised. 
Lemma3. Zflimp.<l,then VAE(-(‘_,~, P(A)=Oar 1. 
Proof. Suppose A E n:=_ , .9? and 0~ P(A)< 1. Let E >O. Since {X,} is mixing, 
there exists a (n:_r c)- measurable partition {A 1, . . . , AN} of R with P(Ai) < E 
Vi. There exists an integer m and an 9%-measurable partition {El,. . . , BN} of 
R with max, P(Ai AZ3,) SO small that Vi, j, ((P(Ai n Bi)-P(Ai)P(Z?i)( - ]P(Ai nAi)- 
P(A,)P(A,)II<c/N’ and therefore 
lim /3” ~~~ClP(A,nB,)-P(A,)P(B,)I 
28-e +C x IP(A, nA,)-P(Ai)P(A,)]] 
&[-E +2-2F]. 
As P was arbitrary, p,, = 1Vn and Lemma 3 follows 
Assume R is the set of all sequences w = (. I . , W-I, wo. WI,. . .I of real numbers 
and that for such an w, Xk(w) = Wk. Let Q be the probability measure on (0, Em) 
for which &, and $7 arc independent and Q = P on each of these two rr-fields. 
Defining the Radon-Nikodym derivative / = d(P- Q)/d(P+ 0) and the probability 
measure Y = (P+Q)/2 WC have that Vn, Pzn = E,]E,(/]STE, v.FT)]. Let 9 = 
n:_, (9:: Vm. D y d ominated convergence and the backwards Martingale con- 
vergcnce theorem, we are done once we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 4. Zf lim /3,, < 1, rhrn V DE 9, Y(D) = 0 or 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 3 we have that both tail v-fields arc trivial. As a consequence 
of [17, Lemma 4.31, Q(D) = 0 or 1 V D E 9. Suppose P(D) # Q(O) for some DE 9; 
taking complements if necessary, we may assume Q(O) =O. Letting D*= 
UT- -00 T”D, we have Q(ZI*) = 0, P(D*) = 1, D* E 9, and hence Vn, &, = 1. 
Lemma 4 follows, and so does Theorem 1. 
2. Proof of Theorem 2 
The random sequence {Xk} will be constructed from ‘building blocks’ given in 
the following definition. 
Definition 5. Suppose L is a positive integer, 0 <p < l/(L + 1). 0 g q s 1, and Y is 
a probability measure on {0, 1,. . . , L}. The sequence {(Tk, uk, Vk, wk), k = 
. . . ) -1.0.1,. . .} of random vectors is said to have the .Y(L, p, q, v)-distriburion if 
the following are true: 
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Therandomsequences{Tk,k= . . . . -l,O,l,... }.{CJ,,k= . . . . -l,O,l,... )and 
{V,,k= . . . . -l,O,l,... } are independent of each other. {T,} is an i.i.d. sequence 
of Bernoulli trials, with P( T, = 1) = 1 - P( T, = 0) = q. { Uk} is an i.i.d. sequence with 
P(U, = I) = v({f}), 0 G 1 c L. {V,} is a strictly stationary Markov chain with state 
space {O,l,..., L}, invariant marginal probability measure given by P( Vk = 0) = 
1 - Lp, P( V, = I) = p for 1~ 1 G L, and one-step transition probability matrix p,, = 
P(VI=j~Vo=i)givenbypoo=[1-(L+l)p]/(l-Lp),po~=p/(1-Lp),p,.,+~=1for 
1 c 1 <L - 1, pLO = 1, and p,, = 0 for all other pairs (i, j). 
The sequence { Wk} satisfies 
1 if(V~=OandT~=l)or(V~#OandU~_v,~,+lz=V~), 
0 if(Vk =Oand Tk=O)or(VkfOand Lj-,,,,+,< V,). 
The following lemma lists some technical properties of the 9(L, p, q, v)-distribu- 
tion that we will use later. But first we need these definitions: for any set F, lF is 
its indicator function; for any o-fields & and 3’. 
dJ(c$,~)= sup lP(BIA)-P(B)I, p(& 3) = 
AE.~.IIC.A.I’I~\L.,, r,: [+jS;: L,2,,d) Icorr(f, d 
(where corr(f, g)=O if f, or g, is a constant a.s.); for any random sequence 
{Yk,k= . . . . -l.O,l,... } and any nz=l, S,,({Yk})~~Y,+y,+“‘+Y,, (with the 
letter k left in as a supcrtluous letter). 
I.ernma 6. Suppose L is a positive integer, p is such that 0 < Lp 5 ,‘,. 0 <y G 1, ad 
~ a probability measure on 
;Tk:&. V,,W,),k= . . . . -1.0.1 
{O, 1.. . . ) L 1. suppose rhc sequer1ce 
, . . .} of randowt cecfors has f/w Y( L, p, 4, v)- 
distribution. Then it is strictly stationary, and rhe follurvin~ two statemcnfs hold: 
(i) If N = LJ fur SONILJ integer J 2 1, t!rerr the r.u. H EL:_, l,\‘,k,_,l satisfies 
EH = Np and var H ~4Np. 
(ii) V N 2 L, Np(var UC,)/4 < var S,({ wk}) s NL. 
We first give one elementary inequality, omitting its proof. 
Claim 7. W B E .53?( VI), IP(B 1 V,, = 0) - P(B)/ < Lp. Hence this inequality holdsV B E 
a(Vk,ksl). 
For --oo < L <J b 0;) define the g-field 3; = B(Tk, uk, Vk, wk, L C k s J). 
Claim 8. V WI 2 1, p((B’!,, SE.) ~[~(LP)“‘]‘“. 
Proof. For 1 s IS L and B E 3( V,), 
JP(BI V,,=f)-P(B)I=jP(BI V,.+,_,=O)-P(B)IGLp 
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by Claim 7 and the fact P( V,, = 0) = 1 - Lp. Hence by Claim 7, r$(B( V,,), 
23( Vr)) s Lp. 
For any integers r < s < t and any r.v.‘s f and g such that f E 3( V,), g E 93( V,), 
Ef=Eg=O,andEf’=Eg’=l,onehas 
bfd =~E~E~fgbW’,)))~ 
= IE[W(f I at V,))) l (Etg 1st V,)))l] 
s llE(f I WC V,))ll, * IIE(g I%‘3( Vs))ll, 
Sp(SA( v,), B3( V,)) - ptgP( Vs), B( v,)) 
and hence 
p(3A(V,). ~(v,))~p(atv,), B(V,)) ‘P(B(V,). W(V,)). 
Since the sequences {r,}, {CJ,} and { V4} are independent and B( W,) c 
B(Tk, Vk;CJ,,k-L+lsjsk) for each k, we have by[ll,Theorem 17.2.3]and 
the above inequality (with induction), 
~(9’“s. ST,,,,) = p(B( V,, k SO), W( V,, k 3 Lttz)) 
= p(.Z( Vu), g( v I.,, I )) c [p(s?( Vu). 9( V,.))]“’ 
s [2p(%l( v,,). a( v, ))I”’ s [2(Lfp]” 
Proof of f,emma 6. (i) Assume N = LJ for some J 2 1 and Vtn Ict Ff,,, = 
- ,uI 
z k_,,,, -,),.+, liVCk,-lb Then H =c;‘,,-, I-f ,,,, E Cl,, = Lp, var H,, s Lp. corr(H,,, H,,,) s 
(.!)“’ -’ V m 32 by Claim 8, and (i) follows. 
(ii) If m b 1 and1 2 Ltn, then corr( W,,, WJ) S (.:)“I by Claim 8, and var S,V({ wk}) 5 
NL follows. If N 3 2L, then E crl: 1 (v(k,_,)aNp/2 and therefore 
varSN({Wk})~E(var(SN({Wk})I~(Vk, l~ksN))l 
3 (Np/2) * (var 154,). 
(If v, = 1, then wk+* **+Wk+~-,=uk.)IfLGNN2L,then 
varSN({Wk))3fVarS2N({wk}) 
3: * (2Np/2) * (var Uo) 
and the proof of Lemma 6 is finished. 
Remark. When the sequences of random vectors in Definition S are used in 
constructing{&} forTheorem 2 we would like to regard S,V({ wk}). for an appropriate 
value of N, as approximately the sum of a fixed number of independent copies 
of r/,,. In reality this number of copies will instead be random (essentially, the 
number of times vk = 1, 1 <k s N). and this randomness would cause additional 
non-trivial distortion in the probability distribution of S,v({ wk}). The sole purpose 
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of the random variables Tk is to allow one to compensate for this extraneous 
distortion, reducing it to a negligible amount, with an appropriate choice of the 
parameter 4. This will become more clear later. The proof of Theorem 2(iii) will 
depend on a careful choice of the probability measure v, and for this we will make 
use of the Levy metric, which will now be discussed. 
Let Z be the set of all probability measures on the real number line(on the usual 
Bore1 c+-field). If each of v, n E 8, then, letting F, and F,, be the corresponding 
distribution functions, we define the Levy distance as 
d(v, v) = d(Fw. F.,) 
d defines the Levy metric on SY. Letting * denote convolution, d has the properties 
described in the following lemma. 
Lemma 9. (i) I_Y,, y2 and VIE 8, then d(v, * v3, ~2 * v~)s~(v,, I’?). (ii) Ifv, ul, I+, 
v3,. . . E LT, then u,, + Y vaguely if and only if d( vn, u) + 0. 
(i) is easy to prove, and (ii) is part of [9, Theorem 1, p. 321. Let 5~7 be the set of 
all elements v~ 8 such that v is discrete with at least two but only finitely many 
atoms and for each atom x of Y, x and Y({x}) arc both rational. In the Levy metric 
V is a countable dense subset of 8. Let 54 = {v E %, v is infinitely divisible}. 
Let C&, bc a countable subset of 9 which (in the Levy metric) is dense in 9. One 
can construct 57,, as follows: for each 5 E %’ and each positive integer n let ,uE.” E C?Z 
bc such that d(5; gLn) < II-’ + inf{d(& p): ~1 E a}, and Ict 5% = {cL~,~: 6~ V, n = 
1.2,. . .}. Then CJ,, has the desired properties, for if JA E&S? and E > 0 we can choose 
n > 3/e and 5 E %? with d(& p) < ~13 and then we have 
~(cL, pLLn) s d(cL, 0+d(& pLn) s n-’ + 2d(c(. 5) cc. 
Let e. be the degenerate element of 8 with eJ{O}) = 1. For any v~ 8 let 
“(0) = co, Y”’ = v, and Y’“’ = y’“-I’ * v for n 2 2. 
Construction of {&}. Let {h,} be the sequence of positive numbers in the hypothesis 
of Theorem 2. 
Let {CL,,, n = 1,2.3,. . .} be a sequence of elements of S?* in which each element 
of SJ3, appears infinitely often. For each n 2 1 let n,, be the (unique) element of 8 
such that ny’ = CL,,, and let & E Ce be such that 
d(n”. 5”) s nW2. (2.1) 
For each n let a,, b, and K,, be positive integers with 6. s K,, such that for all 
atomsxoff,,(a,,x+6,)E{O,l,2 ,..., K,]. 
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Let {c,, n = 1,2,3,. . .} be a sequence of positive integers such that cl = 1 and, 
Vnb2, 
[I 
33 
(I 
x1 2 h(c,) E 36-l 2-3”-7K,f, x2 d&+,(x)- x d&cl(x) )I , -m --9: 
cn 2 36 x 2JnnK,Kn_lc,_l. 
For each n Z= 1, let 
L, = Kc,, M, = 36 x 2”nL,, 
pm = (36 x 2”L,)-‘, qn = b,l K, = bd L “9 
and let v, be the probability measure on {0, 1,2,. . . , L,} defined by 
G(U)) = rn(&‘C,’ (I - b.c,)}), I = 0, 1, . . . , L.. 
For each n, let {(r:‘, U’,“‘, Vy’, W?‘), k = . . . , -1, 0, 1,. . .} be a random 
sequence of vectors with the 9’(L,, pn, qnr v,)-distribution. Let {O,, k = 
. . . . -1.0, 1,. . .} be an i.i.d. sequence satisfying P(& = 11) = 2-” for n Z= 1. Assume 
that all of thcsc scqucnces are mutually independent. For each n 2 1 and each k 
let YP’ = WY’ l(olt,_,,). For each k let X. = WLoplk” =C?_-l Yy’. 
The random variables WY’ and Yr’ were not really needed in the definition 
of (xk}, but will bc useful in the proof of Thcorcm 2(ii) and (iii). WC will prove 
these statcmcnts first and postpone the proof of Theorem 2(i) to the end of the 
article. Bcforc proving Thoerem 2(ii) and (iii) we will need some preliminary 
calculations. First, it is easy to show that 
(2.2) 
(i) L, CM, <L,,+l t/n, 
(ii) L~pl = 71i, L,,P, lo as n P, i? Lp,<*, 
n-l 
(iii) ~‘“u,“c,~M,,,L._I +O as n -+a, 
(iv) M, = n/p, Vn, 
(v) 2-*“(L,‘/4)(~,p,/4)(var U:“‘) 2 h(L,_I) V n t 3. 
Nowforeachmsl,n~l,j andkwehave 
2_“P( wt’ = 1)-2-*“[P( WY’ = 1 )I’ if n = m, k = j, 
cov( Y::‘, Y;.““) = 
2-*” cov( wf’, WY’) ifn=m,k#j, 
-2-“-“P( W’,“’ = l)P( wi!-’ = 1) ifn#m,k=j, 
0 ifn#m,k#j. 
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HenceforanyNzl and l~Z~/~co, 
var 
+f k=, 
([ 
i 2_“P( wl”’ = 14 
n=I 
- 
C 
i 2_“P(W::’ = 1)12) 
n-1 
= I, + I: say. 
But since Vk, 05~~,,2-“W~ G 1 a.s., we have I,“=, var(Cj,=,2-“Wj:‘)sZz~N, 
which implies 
s N + i iT2” var S,({ WY’}). 
n-r 
(2.3) 
By a simpler argument, for N 3 1 and 1 G I G/ c CO, 
(2.4) 
Proof of Theorem 2(G). Suppose n a 3 and L,, _., s N s L,,. For some intcgcr M, 
L ,, s NM c 2L,,. and 
N-‘varSN({Xk})~2.2”N-ZvarS~({W~‘}) 
2 2 -‘lr (NM)-* var SNnr ({ Wp’ }) 
s2w2”(L,;2/4)(L,,p,,/4)(var uI;“)~~~(L,,-,)~~z(hl) 
by (2.3) (with Z = 1 and J =co), Lemma 6(h) and (2.2)(ii) and (v). This suffices to 
prove Theorem 2(ii). 
Proof of Theorem Z(iii). For each n 2 1 define the random sets 
R(n,O)={k: l=sksM,, and VP’ =0}, 
R(n,l)={k:l~k~M,,andV~‘=l}, 
R(n, 2) = {least n positive integers k such that Vy’ = l}, 
and let 
A,, = 2-“a,,~,,, 
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hflnb m 
Z?’ =A,’ C 1 (Wkm’ - 7-~““)llo,k,_,,~, 
h=l m=n+l 
z:“’ =A,I y)(yy -2_“W::‘), 
k=l 
Z:“’ =2-A,’ c WY -4nh 
R(m.01 
Z”’ =2-A, lx WY’-qn)-- c WY’-b,c,) , 
Il.2 ,.... hfln~l-Rtn.01 Rln.1’ I 
Z .F,, (r/t” -b,c,)- 1 (u:’ -b,,c.)], 
n. RlVi.2’ 
Z ‘K”’ = 2-“A,’ C (U:“’ - 6,~“). 
Rlfl.Zl 
Then 
A,;‘(S .,v,,(vG I) - 2-“M,,q,,) = : Zl”‘. 
i-l 
13~ (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) and Lemma 6(ii), as II + co, 
n-l 
var .‘,“I s A,* Iv,, + 2: 2 -2”‘L,,,M,, -, 0, 
n, _ I 1 
var Zy’ sA,*M,, + 0, 
P(zy’ # 0) s f ww(IVjr”~) >O) 5 F 2Lmpm -, 0, 
m - n + I m-,8+1 
var Zl;l’ = E(var(Z!,“’ 1 S( WY’, 1 s k CM,,))) s 2-“A,*Mn -, 0, 
var Z:“’ G 2 -*“A,*M, -. 0, 
P(Zb”’ #O)CP(V:“’ #o)+P(v;;I,,, #O) -, 0. 
Let p be any element of 9”; let ‘3 = {n: p,, = CL}, which is an infinite set. V n E 9’ 
let H,, = -n +[cardinality of R(n, l)]; then the distribution of the T.V. 
Z?‘(l W(n’*OJ - ~(H(~w)) is Ir_GaD rll”” P(H,=h)forn~~.Nowasn-,oo,n~‘$ 
and OS/I <II”’ one has that 1 _-e” dq?‘(x)-, 1 VI by [4, Theorem 7.6.11, and 
therefore 
dkh’, ho) s d(kh’, q!!!‘) + d(q!,“, EO) 
&vC*+d(q:“, E(,) -, 0 
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by (2.1) and Lemma 9(i) (with induction). As n -, 00, n E 54, one has that P(IH,,j > 
n 3’4) + 0 by Lemma 6(i) and therefore Z:“’ + 0 in probability. Also Zk”’ -, cc weakly 
as n + co, n E 9, by (2.1) and Lemma 9 (with induction), and hence 
A,‘@ .cr,,,({X,})-2-“~Z”q,)-E(Z:“’ +Zy’ +Z:“’ +Z:“‘) 
converges to ,u in distribution as n --, co, n E 9. Theorem 2(iii) follows. 
Proof of Theorem 2(i). For each n 3 1 and each k define the random vector 
Al”‘=(Vy’, CJ~?v,,.~,+, liV(n.k,tOl) where V(n, k)= Vr’ for typographical con- 
venience. For each k, define ALo’ = (Qk, Ti*O”” ). Then, for each n 20, the random 
sequence {A:‘, k =. . . , -l,O, 1,. . .} is a strictly stationary Markov chain in the 
class .K, and these Markov chains are independent of each other. 
For each k define the random sequence Ak = (A:‘, A:“, A?‘, . . .). For each n 3 1 
and each k, P(Ay' # (0,O)) = P( VP’ f 0) = L,p,. Hence, by (2.2) and the Borel- 
Cantelli Lemma, Ak has a countable state space (after a null-set is removed from 
the probability space). Therefore the random sequence {A,, k = . . . , -1, 0, 1.. . .} 
is a strictly stationary Markov chain in the class JI. (Since {A:‘} is mixing Vn. {Ak} 
is mixing.) 
For each k. /‘k = ln(Ak) where 
D = {((q. t), (xi, yi). (x2, yz). (.r.,. y.,), . . .): [x, = 0 and I = l] or [y,, ax,, 2 111 
and Theorem 2(i) is proved. 
Remark. In the proof of Thcorcm 2(iii), for n 32. the normalizing constants A,, 
will satisfy A,,/M,, > h(M,,) if c,, is chosen to satisfy the additional condition /I(c,, I< 
(36 x 2”‘nK,,) -I. Compare this with Thcorcm 2(ii). 
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A final note 
Theorem 1 was extended recently by H. Berbee (Theorem 2.1 of his article 
“Weak Bernoulli Processes, Periodicity, and Renewal Theory on the Integers”, 
Free University of Amsterdam, Rept. No. 167, April 1981). He showed that for any 
stationary efgodic sequence {Xk}, Iim P,, = 1 - l/p for some p E {l, 2, 3, . . .}u {a} 
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and that if 2 G p < 00, then {Xk} satisfies a ‘periodic’ variant of the absolute regularity 
condition with period p. In connection with the b-mixing condition one can prove 
an analogous statement simply by combining Berbee’s result with [2, Theorem 11. 
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